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all information provided is subject to change at any time, without notice. intel
may make changes to manufacturing life cycle, specifications, and product

descriptions at any time, without notice. the information herein is provided as-
is and intel does not make any representations or warranties whatsoever

regarding accuracy of the information, nor on the product features,
availability, functionality, or compatibility of the products listed. please

contact system vendor for more information on specific products or systems.
gotta love hdmi? you'll find that even if a soundbar's internal processor can't
directly drive an hdmi display, the soundbar can still pass the audio signal it's
receiving over hdmi to an external, connected device. this means it will work
on all the same peripherals and speakers as the sonos system - a freedom
that's new for home theater owners. more information can be found in our

online help section [live link or in checkout, viewable before order
submission.]. i plugged the sonos speaker in to the main hdmi input of the
soundbar. the sonos speaker was instantly recognized by the soundbar and

'connected' to it. this will cut down on the time it takes to set up. after
connecting the sonos speaker to the main hdmi input of the soundbar, i

connected the hdmi source device to the other hdmi input of the soundbar.
after the sonos speaker finished syncing up with the device, the soundbar

then connected to my tv and everything was ready to go. it took around five
minutes to connect my tv, soundbar, and sonos speaker, which is far longer
than the 30 seconds it takes me to connect a bluetooth speaker. if you have
access to the sonos wifi app or over-the-air programming, you can sync your
sonos speaker to your tv directly instead of using the soundbar's built-in wifi.
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the overall ease of programming and the ability to configure a tivo-like
interface make this an excellent unit. my wife loves it, and we're now able to
have a bunch of "extras" without stepping up to a more expensive receiver.
this is an excellent receiver for those with small houses that have a limited
budget. while it is capable of recording atsc content, it is unable to pick up
and record ota content, which is important to many households. also, the

installation was very easy. i had two of the identical receivers and they were
simple to setup. the installation guide was very helpful and made the entire

process effortless. the mediasonic's overall design is pretty robust. the
chipsets integrated into these computers can usually run most programs and
other features on a windows pc with no problems. in a pinch, you can attach a
keyboard, mouse, and other standard peripherals to use one of these as a pc.
the process usually works by allowing an external monitor and mouse to be
recognized as being connected to the computer by the motherboard, so that

windows can take control of the mouse and keyboard devices. since the
motherboard is also running the programs and other features normally loaded
onto the computer, this method is referred to as overclocking. in a sense, the
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system looks like a computer, albeit one without a monitor or keyboard, to
any user who knows what a computer looks like. a computer without a

keyboard cannot be activated as a mouse, a computer without a monitor
cannot be activated to show the screen of a desktop operating system (unless
the video card does not include the necessary hardware to play video, or the

operating system fails to operate in that mode). 5ec8ef588b
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